IEEE eScience 2015 Social evening at „feuriger Tatzlwurm“ in Rosenheim

Join the rest of Bavaria in traditional autumn celebrations at the funfair "Herbstfest in Rosenheim" near Munich.

September 2nd, 2015

The famous Oktoberfest and similar funfairs have been essential pillars of the Bavarian culture since the 1800's century. While the Oktoberfest is the largest and best known of them, Bavaria hosts a number of festivals with equally important traditions and histories.

During the eScience conference in Munich, the neighbouring city of Rosenheim celebrates the annual "Herbstfest", the 3rd largest funfair in Bavaria.

Sign up already during your registration and join a traditional Bavarian eScience evening at the “feuriger Tatzlwurm”, one of the most famous party huts on the festival grounds in Rosenheim.

Drink "a Mass Bier"

wear your “Dirndl” or “Lederhosn”, see and hear a folk band perform and enjoy the authentic Bavarian atmosphere.

Estimated programme

- 4.00 p.m. Departure from Munich by bus
- 5.30 p.m. Arrival in Rosenheim & stroll over the Festival ground (depending on traffic)
- 6.30 p.m. 2-course Bavarian dinner
- 11.00 p.m. Bus departure to Munich
- 12.30 a.m. Arrival in Munich

Places restricted.
Please make your registration now with your online-registration here.